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Furthermore, the impact of water 
suppliers on the climate will 
need to be reduced . The water
energy nexus -the relationship 
between energy used for water 
resources- results in water 
treatment producing a significant 
amount of greenhouse emissions. 
Climate change mitigation will be 
essential for water suppliers. 

Industry, community and 
government all have a 
significant role to play in shaping 
New Zealand's water future. By 
understanding what future trends 
could look like and changes that 
are likely to occur, water suppliers 
can be prepared. Getting water 
policy and investment plans right 
today is crucial if New Zealand is to 
achieve a sustainable approach to 
water management for the future. 

The survey sought to understand 
consumer perceptions on the 
future of water in New Zealand. 

CONCERNS/VALUES 

Context 

The world is rapidly changing and 
New Zealand is no different. Global 
trends are changing and the future 
is uncertain. Accommodating 
population growth, resilience 
to change and water quality 
concerns have received a lot 
of attention in recent times. 

New Zealand is experiencing record 
rates of migration and population 
growth. There is also increasing 
urbanisation with New Zealanders 
moving from regional areas to city 
centres . There is a need in cities 
to accommodate rapid growth 
particularly Auckland, Tauranga, 
Hamilton and Queenstown. 

Resilience to climate 
change and adverse 
weather events is a key 
concern for New 
Zealanders and water 
suppliers and responses 

need to be tailored for each region. 
Many regions around the country 
will be affected by sea level rise, and 
will face issues around stormwater 
removal and (drinking) water supply 
systems affected by salt water. 

For instance, one in five hundred 
year flooding in Christchurch in 
2017, following a cyclone, has 
seen drainage infrastructure 
unable to cope with the floods. 
In contrast, the Kaipara district 
experiences extreme shortages 
of water in summer periods. 
Over six years they experienced 
drought during five summers. 

Results summary 

Concern for the future of water 
in New Zealand is widespread . 
Consumers in New Zealand are 
well educated on the impacts of 
climate change and are passionate 
about the environment. Over 80% 
of respondents are somewhat 
to very concerned about all the 
impacts on water in their local area. 

Over four in five respondents (85%) 
are somewhat to very concerned 
regarding climate change impacts , 
with 85% somewhat to very 
concerned for flooding and 84% 
somewhat to very concerned about 
drought. 86% of respondents are 
also somewhat to very concerned 
about population growth. 

These factors will impact the 
quality and quantity of drinking 
water. Almost nine out of ten 
people (89%) are somewhat to very 
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concerned about drinking water 
quality and 87% are somewhat 
to very concerned about water 
shortages in New Zealand. 

This is an opportunity for water 
suppliers to take the lead in 
regards to climate change 
mitigation and adaptation. Trends 
in the global water industry have 
seen water suppliers targeting 
carbon neutrality by 2030 and 
strategies for future planning. 
Water resource management 
strategies are also imperative 
to allocate resources in times of 
increasing scarcity. Respondents' 
concern and passion can be an 
encouragement for water suppliers 
to implement stretch targets and 
take leadership in climate change. 

Consumers are more concerned 
about drinking water quality 
than water shortages , which 
indicates that they understand 
the issues facing New Zealand. 

Concern for drinking water quality 
is higher in regional centres rural 
and small communities. This is an 
opportunity for water suppliers 
in these areas to invest in water 
treatment and water quality, 
and for central government 
to assist to ensure consistent 
supply across the country. 
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How concerned are you about water shortage? 

In New Zealand 

In your local area 

0% 25% 50% 75% 100% 

• Very concerned Concerned • Somewhat concerned • Not concerned at all Unsure 

How concerned are you about drinking water quality? 

In New Zealand 

In your local area ~ 23% ' - ~ _ ...... i'" ...... % 

0% 25% 50% 75% 100% 

• Very concerned Concerned • Somewhat concerned • Not concerned at all Unsure 

45 
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RESULTS 

The majority of respondents are 
somewhat to very concerned 
about all the impacts facing the 
future of water in New Zealand. 
There is a growing trend for 
environmental concern , as seen in 
previous sections . Over four in five 
respondents (85%) are somewhat to 
very concerned regarding climate 
change impacts, with 85% somewhat 
to very concerned for flooding and 
84% somewhat to very concerned 
about drought. Eighty-three per 
cent are also somewhat to very 
concerned about earthquakes. 

A large proportion of respondents 
(85%) are somewhat to very 
concerned about intensive 
agricultural or horticultural impacts 
on water. 86% of respondents are 
also somewhat to very concerned 
about population growth. 

A large proportion of respondents 
are somewhat to very concerned for 
water shortages (87%) , an impact 
from population growth and climate 
change. Water suppliers have an 
opportunity to create water resource 
plans to ease the concerns of 
respondents and plan for the future. 

This is an opportunity for water 
suppliers to take leadership in 
climate resilience and adaptation 
and reduce their environmental 
impact. Water treatment 
infrastructure is energy intensive, 
contributing to greenhouse gas 
emissions and climate change. 

Global water utilities are on a 
pathway to carbon neutrality, 
mitigating their impacts on 
climate change. They are also 
preparing for the future and 
creating adaptation plans for 
resilience of water infrastructure. 

The growing trend for respondents 
towards environmental concern 
means they will hold water 
suppliers accountable for thei r 
environmental impacts. 

MANAGEMENT/GOVERNANCE 

Context 

Industry, community and 
government all have a significant 
role to play in shaping New 
Zealand's water future. Getting water 
policy settings and investment plans 
right today is crucial if New Zealand 
is to achieve a sustainable approach 
to water management for the future. 

The future of water in New Zealand 
is dependent on how well it is 
planned for now. Understanding 
trends and working together 
with the wider community is 
imperative for future proofing. 
Additionally, community 
awareness of governance 
enables more confidence in the 
management of services. 

Effective governance ensures 
consistency of services tailored to 
meet local solutions. Recently there 
has been concern regarding water 
quality and availability in rural areas. 
Effective governance into the future 
should ensure the consistency of 
water services between urban and 
rural areas and between regions. 

There has also been recent 
discussion about the need for 
regional or national governance 
of water services to protect health 
and effectively manage assets. 

The survey sought to understand 
what respondents know about 
current governance and what 
their perceptions of the efficiency 
of water suppliers are and their 
ability to plan into the future. 
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Results summary 

Most respondents (64%) agree 
that water supplies in New 
Zealand are efficiently managed, 
but only 42% believe that water 
providers adequately maintain 
water suppl ies and assets . 

Sixty-seven per cent of respondents 
were unsure of how many 
organisations are responsible 
for water supply in New Zealand. 
There appears to be a lack of 
understanding amongst most 
respondents regarding the structure 
of water governance. This generally 
leads to a lack of trust in planning 
and efficient management. 

Half of the respondents disagree 
that local and national governments 
work together to make the right 
decisions for New Zealand's water 
resources and 44% disagree that 
local and national governments 
adequately plan for the future. 

There is much scope for water 
suppliers to improve and shift 
to a more future-focussed 
approach. Furthermore, there 
is an opportunity to strengthen 
the governance of water in New 
Zealand and provide clarity to 
consumers regarding the structure. 
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How concerned are you about 
the following impacts 
on water in your 
local area? 

Earthquakes 

Population growth 

Drought 

Floods 

Intensive agriculture or horticulture 

Climate change 

AlTACHMENT Ia) 

2% 
flo 

flo 

flo 

2% 
2% 

I Very concerned Concerned Somewhat concerned I Not concerned at all Unsure 47 
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Who owns the water supply 
infrastructure in your local area? 

• Council 52% 

• Council controlled 
organisation 22% 

Private ultilty 4% 

• Other 3% 

Unsure19% 

How many organisations are 
responsible for water supply in 
New Zealand? 

• 1 2% 

2-55% 

6-20 6% 

• 21 -50 5% 

51 -100 7% 

• 100+ 8% 

• Unsure 67% 

AlTAOiMENT(aJ 

RESULTS 

The majority of respondents (67%) 
are unsure how many organisations 
are responsible for water supply in 
New Zealand. Nineteen per cent are 
unsure on who supplies the water 
supply infrastructure in their local 
area. 

There are 67 organisations in 
New Zealand that manage water 
supply- mainly council , or in 
some cases , a council controlled 
organisation. Knowledge and 
education of governance and 
management results in greater 
trust in the organisations. A 
lack of knowledge regarding 
the water industry can result in 
misinformed perceptions of the 
industry and uncertainty in the 
capability of water suppliers. 

These results illustrate that 
education of consumers 
is important for improved 
confidence in the industry. Water 
suppliers have an opportunity to 
communicate with their consumers 
and provide education and 
information on the industry. 
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Thinking about your water supplier, how would you rate their perfonnance on "Being efficiently managed"? 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 

• Very good Good • Average to fair • Poor • Very poor Unsure 

Thinking of your drinking water provider, do they: 

Proactively improve the 
service they offer you 

Adequately maintain water 
supplies and assets 

Adequately plan for 
future water needs 

0% 

• Very concerned 

RESULTS 

The majority of respondents 
(64%) agree that water suppliers 
are efficiently managed . More 
respondents agree than disagree 
that drinking water providers 
proactively improve the service 
they offer and that they adequately 
maintain water supplies and assets. 
However a significant proportion 
remain uncertain . 

19% 5% 29% 

26% 

36% 

25% 50% 75% 100% 

Concerned • Somewhat concerned • Not concerned at all Unsure 

There is much scope for water 
suppliers to improve community 
confidence especially around 
their ability to plan for the future. 
Approximately one in three (36%) 
respondents are uncertain that 
drinking water providers adequately 
plan for the future. If this planning is 
happening, it is not being effectively 
communicated with consumers. 

As mentioned, this confidence will 
potentially grow from knowledge. 
A large proportion of respondents 
are unsure about aspects of the 
water supplier's role. In planning 
for the future , water suppliers can 
take action. They can increase 
confidence by educating and 
engaging the community on their 
plans and achievements. 

49 
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Thinking ofthe local and national governments, do they: 

issues in your local area 

earthquakes and other natural hazards 

manage flooding 

city planning and urban growth 

decisions for NZ water resources 

future water needs 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

• Strongly agree Agree • Neither agree nor disagree • Disagree • Strongly disagree Unsure 

RESULTS 

These results show a lack of trust 
and confidence in local and national 
government for future planning 
and appropriate investment in 
infrastructure. There is a lack of trust 
in the decisions being made for 
New Zealand. 

Only 36% of respondents agree 
that local and national governments 
keep them informed of water issues 
and only 36% agree that they 
consider water supply as part of city 
planning and urban growth. There 
is also generally disagreement or 
uncertainty that local and national 

government ensure resilient 
water supplies for earthquakes 
and other natural hazards, invest 
appropriately to manage flooding , 
work together to make the right 
decisions for New Zealand's 
water resources and adequately 
plan for future water needs. 

Appropriate governance and 
confidence in governance is 
imperative for the future proofing 
of New Zealand's water supply. 
The future of water cannot be 
successfully planned or managed 
without efficient governance. It is 
important that local and national 

governance bodies are informed 
by these results and take action. 

It is important for the community 
to be educated on the role of the 
water suppliers. It is also important 
water suppliers take action to 
future proof and work together 
with the community. Greater 
communication and engagement 
of the community will lead to more 
confidence in the decisions made 
by local and national government. 
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New Zealand's waterways are 
amongst the most beautiful 
in the world. However there 
is growing concern for the 
quality of water in some parts 
of the country. There is an 
increasing drive to address 
waterway pollution. 

The quality of water in New Zealand's 
waterways is a growing concern 
in some parts of the country. 
The Ministry for the Environment's 
'Our Fresh Water 2017' publication 
describes the main pressures on the 
quality of fresh water as those 
resulting from land-based activities. 
Water quality at sites where the 
upstream land cover is mainly urban 
and pastoral tends to be poorer 
than sites where native land cover 
is dominant. E.Coli from livestock 
has become a major factor in a 
reduction in river swimming. 

Sediment from deforestation 
is another pollutant factor. 
New Zealand is one of the most 
deforested nations on Earth , 
with 95% of native wetlands 
also cleared, leaving waterways 
unprotected. Heavy rainfall events 
lead to a huge amount of fine 
material from deforested areas. 

Furthermore, industrial discharges 
are contributing to the degradation 
of certain waterways. 

The issue of combined sewage and 
stormwater systems overflowing 
and discharging wastewater into 
waterways has attracted attention 
from politicians and media, as 
well as from local communities 
and environmental groups. 

In light of a push for 
healthy waterways, in 
February 2017 the 
government released a 
statement that they are 
planning to make 90% of 

New Zealand waterways swimmable 
by 2040. 

Cleaning up freshwater is a 
complex issue but is a priority 
for many New Zealanders . 
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WATERWAY QUALITY 

Context 

The quality of water in 
New Zealand's waterways is a 
concern in many parts of the 
country. Land-based activities, 
including urbanisation and 
agriculture, are putting pressure 
on freshwater quality. 

Contamination of watercourses 
by overflows from combined 
stormwater and wastewater 
networks is an increasing 
concern. In Auckland, there have 
been issues around the sewer/ 
stormwater system overflowing 
into the Auckland Harbour during 
periods of heavy rain . This results 
in 1 million cubic metres of diluted 
wastewater flowing into the 
harbour every year. Overflows 
are common in other regions 
as well, where older combined 
networks are not designed to have 
capacity for large rainfall events. 

Stormwater-induced pollution 
impacts waterways by other 
means, such as litter and nutrient 
laden sediment being washed 

from urban catchments , via 
stormwater infrastructure. 

The survey sought to understand 
how concerned respondents 
are about waterways and 
waterway pollution. 

Results summary 

There is significant concern 
for waterway health amongst 
respondents. Almost three in 
every four people (73%) are 
concerned about poor water quality 
in their waterways. This was a 
strong response, with only 2% of 
respondents being "unsure". Sixty
nine per cent of people believe 
councils ' should invest more to 
improve stormwater quality and 43% 
would pay more to improve it (27% 
disagree that they would pay more) . 

63% of respondents stated that 
litter and floating plastics were the 
pollutants in their local area that 
concerned them the most, followed 
by sewage overflows (53%) . 

This is a strong message to 
councils that the public supports 
a push for cleaner waterways 
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and investing more to address 
the effects of pollutants. There 
are strategies already in place, 
including new infrastructure, 
however it is clear that there is 
plenty more work to be done. 

Implementation of Water Sensitive 
Design (WSD) , including the 
construction of wetlands, swales 
and bioretention basins , is a proven 
means of capturing and treating 
stormwater at source to minimise 
quality and quantity impacts on 
receiving watercourses. Such 
infrastructure could separate 
stormwater from sewer, reducing 
pressure on the wastewater 
infrastructure. Increasing the 
use of gross pollutant traps 
could be a measure to control 
litter and floating plastics. 

Such strategies would be an 
opportunity for councils to invest in 
stormwater management, improving 
the health and future of waterways. 

53 
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RESULTS 

There has been a strong response 
about local waterway quality, with 
only 2% being unsure. Almost three 
in every four people (73%) are 
concerned about poor water quality 
in their waterways and 43% would 
pay more to have better quality 
waterways . This concern leads to a 
desire for councils to invest more in 
improving waterways , with 69% of 
respondents agreeing with this . 

More than half of the respondents 
were concerned about most of the 
pollutants entering waterways, with 
only a very small percentage (2%) 
not concerned about pollutants. 
The highest concerning pollutant 
is litter and floating plastics (63%) , 
followed by sewage overflows 
(53%).1nvasiveplantsand pests , 
sediments , nutrients, oils and 
petrochemicals and farm effluent are 
also contaminants of concern . 

This clear concern for the 
environment (as previously 
examined) and waterway quality is 
a message to councils that the New 
Zealand public is passionate about 
the environment and that waterway 
quality requires more investment 
and education. A national approach 
to addressing waterway quality, 
in partnership with councils , 
could potentially also result in 
a more consistent approach in 
tackling pollutants. 

WAT ATTACHMENT [6] 

"There has 
not been 
enough 
focus 
on litter 
(especially 
plastics) 
entering 
stormwater 
and then 
the oceans. 
More public 
education 
is required, 
especially in 
schools." 
CONSUMER 
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The New Zealand Water 

Consumer Survey was 

conducted using the online 

survey platform 'Qualtrics' 

between the dates of 1 May 

and 16 June 2017. The survey 

received more than 4,500 

completed responses from 

around the country. 

The survey length was 31 questions. 
The full list of questions can be found 
on the Water New Zealand website 
www.waternz.org. nz/watersurvey 

The survey was advertised through 
a variety of media channels and 
distributed by Water New Zealand's 
member organisations to reach a 
wide audience across the country. 

The survey link was accessible from 
mobile and computer devices. 

A prize draw was offered for survey 
participants. The prize was $2,000 
and was drawn on 27 June 2017. 

Response distribution rates are 
demonstrated in the graphs opposite. 
Efforts were made to ensure a wide 
distribution of the survey and that the 
respondents were representative of 
the New Zealand population. 
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Where do you live? 

What region do 
you live in? 
There was a 
large proportion 
of urban vs rural 
-this is a close 
representation of 
the New Zealand 
population , based 
on census data. 

How would you 
describe your usual 
residence? 

• • 

83'/o 

Separate or 
detached house 

6% 
Semi-detached, 

row or townhouse 

• • 

) 

2% 
Other 

9% 

City/urban 

Flat, unit or 
apartment 

WATE AlTACHMENT[fi] 

Regional centro Rural or small community 

What is your gender? 

How old are you? 

18-24 

25-29 

30-39 

40-49 

50-59 

60-69 

70+ 

Prefer not to say 

62" 

Female 

38"' 

Male 

II 

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 

Proportion of responses received 

Do you own or rent your 
usual residence? 

• Own75% 

• Rent20% 

Live with parents or family 4% 

• Other1% 

Do you currently work, or have 
you worked, in the water sector? 

57 
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ABOUT WATER NEW ZEALAND 

Water New Zealand is a national 
not-for-profit sector organisation 
comprising approximately 1900 
corporate and individual members 
in New Zealand and overseas. 

Water New Zealand is the principal 
voice for the water sector, focusing 
on the sustainable management and 
promotion of the water environment 
and encompassing the three 
waters: drinking water, waste and 
storm waters. 

www.waternz.org.nz 

KEY CONTRIBUTORS 

John Pfahlert, 
Chief Executive 

Debra Harrington, 
Communications Advisor 

Vicki McEnaney, 
Sector Engagement Manager 

SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP (SIG) 
-Survey Steering Committee 

Delivery of the survey has been 
guided by a steering committee 
made up of members of the 
newly formed Water New Zealand 
Customer Value Special 
Interest Group. 

Key contributors 

Mathew Telfer, 
Watercare Services Limited 

Jo Bryan, Wellington Water 

Alexander van Paassen, 
Wellington Water 

Cathy Davidson, 
Tauranga City Council 

Steve Burton, Tauranga City Council 

Nikki Nelson, Auckland Council 

Tim Harty, Waikato District Council 

Kelvin Hill, Western Bay of Plenty 
District Council 

Ramesh Sharma, 
Gore District Council 

Adrian de Laborde, 
Hauraki District Council 
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ABOUTARUP 

Arup is the creative force at the 
heart of many of the world's 
most prominent projects in the 
built environment and across 
industry. We offer a broad range of 
professional services that combine 
to make a real difference to our 
clients and the communities in which 
we work. 

From 85 offices in 35 countries more 
than 13,000 planners, designers, 
engineers and consultants deliver 
innovative projects across the world 
with creativity and passion. 

Founded in 1946 with an enduring 
set of values, our unique trust 
ownership fosters a distinctive 
culture and an intellectual 
independence that encourages 
collaborative working. This is 
reflected in everything we do, 
allowing us to develop meaningful 
ideas, help shape agendas and 
deliver results that frequently surpass 
the expectations of our clients. 

The people at Arup are driven to find 
a better way and to deliver better 
solutions for our clients. 

We shape a better world. 

www.arup.com 
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DANIEL LAMBERT 

Daniel is Arup's Regional Water 
and Urban Renewal Business 
Leader. He is passionate about 
developing and implementing smart 
and innovative solutions in the 
water sector. 

Daniel previously developed the 
first two National Water Surveys in 
Australia. He is a leader in the water 
industry with awards including the 
International Water Centre Water 
Leader Scholarship, Singapore 
Professional Engineer Award, the 
Consult Australia Future Leader's 
Award and the Engineers Australia 
Presidents Award for Excellence. 
He was recognised by Engineers 
Australia as one of Australia's Most 
Innovative Engineers . 

daniel .lambert@arup.com 

JAMES PEVERIL 

James is an environmental civil 
engineer based in Arup's Auckland 
office. He is enthusiastic about 
delivering high quality, sustainable 
outcomes for water clients 
and communities. 

James has more than 1 0 years' 
experience in design and 
management of water supply, 
wastewater and stormwater 
infrastructure projects. He has 
successfully delivered projects in 
New Zealand, Fiji and the UK. 

james. peveril@arup.com 

WATI ATIAOiMENTial 

PRIYANI MADAN 

Priyani is a civi l engineer at Arup, 
specialising in engineering design 
and analysis, water and economic 
strategy and designing for a whole
of-water-cycle approach. 

With a background in economics, 
Priyani works with clients to 
understand how to deliver water 
projects to meet their economic, 
financial and wider strategic aims. 

Priyani is passionate about 
humanitarian engineering and 
using engineering skills to benefit 
the community. 

priyani.madan@arup.com 
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Operations & Monitoring Committee 26 October 2017 

Zero Waste School Programme - Evaluation 
Reviews 

1. Executive Summary 

Council funds the Zero Waste School Education Programme in most of the schools in our 
district. Attached are the latest, independent reviews, from teachers, regarding the units 
taught in their classes at Pyes Pa, Omokoroa No 1 and Kaimai School. Attachment A 

Environmental Solid Waste Team Leader 

A3011231 

Attachment B 
AttachmentC 

Page 1 
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WASTE MINIMISATION EDUCATION 
EVALUATION and COMMENTS 
He Aromatai i te kaupapa Matauranga Parakore 

ATTACHMENT [8] 

Western Bay of Plenty 
District Council 

Note: The data provided will be used by Council to monitor budget expenditure and improve the 
content of the programme provided. Constructive comments are greatly appreciated. 

TEACHER/KAIAKO: ~f"O h Mdvte.chan / funwldh -Pf~~·~ RA 

SCHOOL/KURA: tDI'rY)Q l v 

UNIT/ NGA AKORANGA Number of pupils Number of Lesson dates/ 
I Tokohia nga classes/ E hia Ko nga ra ako 

akonga? nga akomanga? 
Preschool I Kohunga Reo -

1 Is that Really Rubbish? 3 5 2 ;29 ~ 3o A He rapihi ke tera? Years 1-2 

2 Litterless Lunches 
He Pouaka Kai Para Kore Years 1-2 

3 Reduce Unit 
Whakahekea Years 3-4 

4 Reuse Unit 
Te Whakamahi ano Years 3-4 

5 Recycle Unit 
Te Hangarua Years 5-6 

6 Compost Unit 
Te Whakawairakau Years 5-6 

7 Resource Sustainability Unit 
Te Pumau mete Tiaki Rawa Years 7- 8 

8 Water Unit 
Wai Maori Years 7-8 

COMMENTS /He kupu akiaki 

(:ilreo~ \es8XI s, ver~ ~~(3 rnohvorhqg , 

Soreth 

ectly to educator, or please send to P.O. Box 2523, Tauranga 3140 

Whakahokia tenei pepa kite Kaiako ZWE, tukuna atu ranei ki PO Box 2523, Tauranga 3140. 
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ZERO 

WASTE MINIMISATION EDUCATION 
EVALUATION and COMMENTS 
He Aromatai i te kaupapa Matauranga Parakore 

Western Bay of Plenty 
District Council 

Note: The data provided will be used by Council to monitor budget expenditure and improve the 
content of the programme provided. Constructive comments are greatly appreciated. 

TEACHER/KAIAKO: -r. E~s?et'l DATE/TE RA ~0 r+-- A 
/ d (} 

SCHOOL/KURA: /<Pc /~I I scJ...o-o/ v 

UNIT/ NGA AKORANGA Number of pupils Number of Lesson dates/ 
I Tokohia nga classes/ E hia Ko nga ra ako 

akonga? nga akomanga? 
Preschool/ Kohunga Reo -

1 Is that Really Rubbish? 
He rapihi ke tera? Years 1-2 

2 Litterless Lunches 
He Pouaka Kai Para Kore Years 1-2 

3 Reduce Unit 
Whakahekea Years 3-4 

4 Reuse Unit 
Te Whakamahi ano Years 3-4 t 

5 Recycle Unit 
Te Hangarua Years 5-6 

6 Compost Unit 
Te Whakawairakau Years 5-6 

7 Resource Sustainability Unit 
Te Pumau mete Tiaki Rawa Years 7- 8 

1-

8 Water Unit 25 :q-~0/~ Wai Maori Years 7-8 

Please hand directly to educator, or please send to P.O. Box 2523, Tauranga 3140 

Whakahokia tenei pepa kite Kaiako ZWE, tukuna atu ranei ki PO Box 2523, Tauranga 3140. 
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WASTE MINIMISATION EDUCATION 
EVALUATION and COMMENTS 
He Aromatai i te kaupapa Matauranga Parakore 

Western Bay of Plenty 
District Council 

Note: The data provided will be used by Council to monitor budget expenditure and improve the 
content ofthe programme provided. Constructive comments are greatly appreciated . 

TEACHER/KAIAKO: s-\CACQ._~ '\ O I'V\ \ (..\;, DATE/ TE RA '30 . 0 '8 . \ { 
SCHOOL/KURA: kc(\~0.·, 

UNIT/ NGA AKORANGA Number of pupils Number of Lesson dates/ 

9-~ I Tokohia nga classes/ E hia Ko nga ra ako 
akonga? nga akomanga? 

Preschool/ Kohunga Reo -

1 Is that Really Rubbish? 
He rapihi ke tera? Years 1-2 

2 Litterless Lunches 
He Pouaka Kai Para Kore Years 1-2 

3 Reduce Unit /')_ I f}t -~ 2 fT 

Whakahekea Years 3-4 ' I ID'- 1 u-~ 

4 Reuse Unit ?-_l1tiA - 30~ 
\~ '\ Te Whakamahi ano Years 3-4 Av-~ 

5 Recycle Unit 
_, 

Te Hangarua Years 5-6 

6 Compost Unit 
Te Whakawairakau Years 5-6 

7 Resource Sustainability Unit 
Te Pumau me te Tiaki Rawa Years 7- 8 

8 Water Unit 
Wai Maori Years 7-8 

COMMENTS /He kupu akiaki 

Cro C6~ c oo~eD\ , ~0---::, .v\J~\\ 0nef5od 'A:>·,)<V) 
oc.k\v,bes ~ ~0 · c1o \,v.e r.ed iN \e.sso a s 
DRO\V\bb/) \\ ~ . 

i <avec\ ~ ~\" 

Please hand directly to educator, or please send to P.O. Box 2523, Tauranga 3140 

Whakahokia tenei pepa kite Kaiako ZWE, tukuna atu ranei ki PO Box 2523, Tauranga 3140. 

t0. 

j -
r 
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Western Bay of Plenty 
District Council 

z ROW&~~~ 
WASTE MINIMISATION EDUCATION 
EVALUATION and COMMENTS 

Note: The data provided will be used by Council to monitor budget expenditure and 
improve the content of the programme provided. Constructive comments are greatly 

. t d appreCia e . 
TEACHER: &bbci ~n DATE /2. 9. 17 
SCHOOL: O(Vlo/6JYoo lvo . I JchfJO I 

UNIT Number of Number Lesson 
pupils of classes dates 

Preschool-

1 Is that Really Rubbish? 
Years 1-2 

2 Litterless Lunches 
Years 1 -2 

3 Reduce Unit 24 I 11 ·1)J .1 Years 3-4 
4 Reuse Unit 

Years 3-4 
5 Recycle Unit 

Years 5-6 
6 Compost Unit 

Years 5-6 
7 Resource Sustainability Unit 

Years 7-8 
8 Water Unit 

Years 7- 8 
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( 

ZERI} 

tJv't! ( f t! r f7 ATTACHMENT liD 
tou .. J> [ 1 ( 

Plenty 

WASTE MINIMISATION EDUCATION 
EVALUATION and COMMENTS 

Note: The data provided will be used by Council to monitor budget expenditure and 
improve the content of the programme provided. Constructive comments are greatly 

. t d apprec1a e . 

TEACHER~6£P ~t:9- J 
DATE 11. ~ s-f JJrf- d-017 

SCHOOL:()~rvu N"l Scht:rif 7 

UNIT Number of Number Lesson 
pupils of classes dates 

Preschool-

1 Is that Really Rubbish? 
Years 1-2 

2 Litterless Lunches 

--- Years 1 -2 
3 \ Reduce Unit I~ :U 3 ) Years 3-4 

-4 / Reuse Unit 
Years 3-4 

5 Recycle Unit 
Years 5-6 

6 Compost Unit 
Years 5-6 

7 Resource Sustainability Unit 
Years 7-8 

8 Water Unit 
Years 7- 8 

If not handed directly to educator, please send to .0. Box 2523, Tauranga 3140 

~ tUt trnp~t0n m ~ d/J.ik,JF . 
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··, ·\~ Western Bay of Plenty 
Dllltlt:ICounc/1 

W ~ .s f f t a ATTACHMENT [[I 

:' 

WASTE MINIMISATION EDUCATION 
EVALUATION and COMMENTS 

Note: The data provided will be used by Council to monitor budget expenditure and 
improve the content of the programme provided. Constructive comments are greatly 

. t d appreCia e . 
TEACHER: Su.::.avv fVL c.. /{ober+s DATE 12 / Cf / 17 
SCHOOL: Orvz.okoroq No I 

UNIT Number of Number Lesson 
PUPils of classes dates 

Preschool-

1 Is that Really Rubbish? 
Years 1-2 

2 Litterless Lunches 
Years 1 -2 

3 Reduce Unit Zl I IJH'+IZH 
Years 3-4 Sept-'ll 

4 Reuse Unit 
Years 3-4 

5 Recycle Unit 
Years 5-6 

6 Compost Unit 
Years 5-6 

7 Resource Sustainability Unit 
Years 7-8 

8 Water Unit 
Years 7- 8 

fo~ !tat-~ -1/ Ck c&:<:s:> ~ ~-1-e.cl.__ 
~ ~/A ~eo/~ l<e~vt- -bo {'-«'f~ eKf>Lo~ 
blv-5 bop ,__c:_ . ~ reSc:>k/c-e_ he>=k_ C..S rea_ I!:::J 

(je>ooL- ~ ~..A.A--u_ b-e_ L-Ve.JA used . 

If not handed direc ly to educator, please send to P.O. Box 2523, Tauranga 3140 
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WASTE MINIMISATION EDUCATION 
EVALUATION and COMMENTS 
He Aromatai i te kaupapa Matauranga Parakore 

ATTACHMENT I£] 

Western Bay of Plenty 
District Council 

Note: The data provided will be used by Council to monitor budget expenditure and improve the 
content of the programme provided. Constructive comments are greatly appreciated. 

TEACHER/KAIAKO: A rv-.-teiC1 wJJrnn.p DATE/TERA 23/ t //7 
SCHOOL/KURA: ,Pbj~~ f'a :i::hCXJ! 
~ cl UNIT/ NGI::,KO~GJc Ptle 

Number of pupils Number of Lesson dates/ 

e () cv;g f. ~s I Tokohia nga classes/ E hia Ko nga ra ako 
akonga? nga akomanga? 

Preschool/ Kohunga Reo -

1 Is that Really Rubbish? 
He rapihi ke tera? Years 1-2 

2 Litterless Lunches 
He Pouaka Kai Para Kore Years 1-2 

3 Reduce Unit 
Whakahekea Years 3-4 

41 Reuse Unit 
Te Whakamahi ano Years 3-4 2-3 

5 Recycle Unit 
Te Hangarua Years 5-6 

6 Compost Unit 
Te Whakawairakau Years 5-6 

7 Resource Sustainability Unit 
Te Pumau mete Tiaki Rawa Years 7- 8 

8 Water Unit 
Wai Maori Years 7-8 

COMMENTS /He kupu akiaki 

Ca ff...t .en'rY lred a ll the. ch,/olrf'/) 
~~ Jd dc u.:ssKns '(J1 od lkf fhe t"c 
lhe c la ss 6uz"Gt?J 

Please hand directly to educator, or please send to P.O. Box 2523, Tauranga 3140 

Whakahokia tenei pepa kite Kaiako ZWE, tukuna atu ranei ki PO Box 2523, Tauranga 3140. 
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WASTE MINIMISATION EDUCATION 
EVALUATION and COMMENTS 
He Aromatai i te kaupapa Matauranga Parakore 

ATTACHMENT&] 

Western Bay of Plenty 
Di trict Council 

Note: The data provided will be used by Council to monitor budget expenditure and improve the 
content of the programme provided. Constructive comments are greatly appreciated. 

TEACHER/KAIAKO: fiiVIn &J/e..kAY DATE/TE RA 23/ g-
SCHOOL/KURA: f0~s pt/1 

UNIT/ N·8'.A. AKORANGA Number of pupils Number of Lesson dates/ 
I Tokohia nga classes/ E hia Ko nga ra ako 

akonga? nga akomanga? 

Preschool/ Kohunga Reo -

1 Is that Really Rubbish? 
He rapihi ke tera? Years 1-2 

2 Litterless Lunches 
He Pouaka Kai Para Kore Years 1-2 

3 Reduce Unit 
Whakahekea Years3-4 

4 Reuse Unit 
Te Whakamahi ano Years3-4 

5 Recycle Unit 
Te Hangarua Years 5-6 

6 Compost Unit 
Te Whakawairakau Years 5 - 6 

7 Resource Sustainability Unit 
Te Pumau mete Tiaki Rawa Years 7- 8 

8 Water Unit 
I ~ ~il?; Wai Maori Years 7-8 I 

COMMENTS /He kupu ak1ak1 

7h -c. dvat/7 wal k. was a aood Welty' -fo IY<eak. v,o 
-I he iwo .s-es &i ,Ot/J s-. 
(;ig 7he- Vldreo s ,Jft.Js/val~d/da.barafe:d on ~he 
tvJ.a-1 :CZ I de?( S VV e)/. 

lt1ayhe C/;,w·ckJ:!:f re£ap rvta/a tdea c a I il1c et~d 
of each session 
~ I 

k'lla/u eye le card !b.le. lle d W ?II W/ 

Whakahokia tenei pepa kite Kaiako ZWE, tukuna atu ranei ki PO Box 2523, Tauranga 3140. 

~ k-r LP~ ~-10:J ~ 
u<Oo?fjolo~ 
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Western Bay of Plenty 
islrlc. L uu .. cil 

Operation.s:··Committee 
Corpo:J~-.Ie ~e·ports 

"" {' r: ,r .. 

. ,( ' 

Aug u st:;:;2:({l17 

By Exception for: 

• Corporate Planning System 

• Minute Action Sheets 

• Customer Contact Request 
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WORK STATUS REPORT 

August 2017 

CORPORATE PLANNING SYSTEM 

Corporate Planning Results 
5.0% 0.9% 

92.5% 

• Target Met • Parttal Met Not Commenced • Not Reported, Not Requ~red 

MINUTE ACTION SHEETS 

Minute Action Sheets- Overall Performance 
120 l 25% 

100 20% 

80 
15% 

60 
10% 

40 

20 5% 

0 ~-.-· ,- , -t- 0% 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ & ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

- Received 

r::::::::J > 3 months 

--total outstanding % 

>3 months & PI!St completion date % 

Not complete 

- >3 months & PI!St completion date --> 3 months % 

Key Comments © 

Total Projects and Processes scheduled for the 2017/18 year is 322 

The August results are as follows: 

Target Met 
Partial Met 
Not Commenced 
Not reported not required 

KPI - Timely Update 
Not updated for 30-60 days 

Not updated for > 60 days 

KPI - Timely Resolution 
% outstanding rolling total 
Received Y/E 31/08/17 
% > 3 months rolling total 
and past completion date 

16 (5%) 
3 (0.9%) 
5 (1.6%) 
298 (92.5%) 

Benchmark Result 
NIL 0 
NIL 0 

Benchmark Result 

10% 20% 

5% 7.8% 

Background Information August 2017 

© 
© 

® 

@ 

Received 34 
Complete 30 
Not Complete 97 
Not Complete > 3 months 43 
Not Complete > 3 months & past est. completion date 38 
Rolling total received Y/E 30/06/2018 482 

2 
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WORK STATUS REPORT 

August 2017 

CUSTOMER SERVICE REQUEST 

Customer Contacts 

160 .-------------------------------------------------, 

140 1 .'?'.. r.:l' " r 

~ 
120 I • A I. 

] 100 I J \ I 

~ 80 4-1- i------nl--l 
Ql 

.r. g 60 t-<'\.~l---1 
~ 

40 

2

: I ~ 2 fl . :·: ~: . ¥><: . ~! !1:"t t 
Aug/ 16 Oct/16 Dec/16 Feb/17 

Customer Contact Requests Received 

..,._Total Past Target 

..,._Total compliments 

Apr/ 17 Jun/17 

- Total Unresolved 

..,._Total complaints 

Aug/ 17 

2000 

1800 

1600 1l 
> 

1400 ·~ .. 
1200 :; .. .. 
1000 ~ 

r:T 
BOO ~ .. 

u 
600 Ill .. 

c 
400 0 

u 

200 

0 

KPI- Timely Resolution 
Service requests actioned 
within timeframes 

Benchmark Result © 

90% 92% 

KPI - Satisfaction Survey Benchmark Result © 
August 2017 
We didn't do what we said 10% 0% 
we would do 

Background Information August 2017 
Tota I received 1404 
Resolved 1249 
Resolved within target 1149 
Total Complaints 8 
Total Compliments 16 

3 




